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Information Security Architecture: An Integrated Approach to Security in the OrganizationAuerbach Publications, 2000

	This book is dedicated to my husband, Todd A. Tudor, and my three children,
	Drew, Allyssa, and Chad, who spent many hours patiently waiting for
	my time and attention while this book was being written.


	Profits from this book will be contributed to the children of the world
	through the YMCA in Ethiopia, Africa, and through The...
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Maintainable JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The professionalization of web development has been a difficult journey because of our
	
		disparate beginnings. Even those who end up at large companies such as Yahoo! inevitably
	
		began on their own, hacking around. Perhaps you were even “the web guy” at
	
		a small company and could do pretty much whatever you...
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Exploring Arduino: Tools and Techniques for Engineering WizardryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Learn to easily build gadgets, gizmos, robots, and more using Arduino


	Written by Arduino expert Jeremy Blum, this unique book uses the popular Arduino microcontroller platform as an instrument to teach you about topics in electrical engineering, programming, and human-computer interaction. Whether you're a budding...
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Programming Language Processors in Java: Compilers and InterpretersPrentice Hall, 2000
This book provides a gently paced introduction to techniques for implementing programming languages by means of compilers and interpreters, using the object-oriented programming language Java. The book aims to exemplify good software engineering principles at the same time as explaining the specific techniques needed to build compilers and...
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Toward Equity in Quality in Mathematics EducationSpringer, 2009

	Educational equity and quality are not only research issues which cut across different disciplines but are major determinants of socio-economic and human development in both industrial and developing countries. The status and role of mathematics, a subject which has long enjoyed a privileged status in school curricula worldwide due to its...
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Model-based Visual Tracking: The OpenTL FrameworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Object tracking is a broad and important fi eld in computer science, addressing
	the most different applications in the educational, entertainment, industrial,
	and manufacturing areas. Since the early days of computer vision, the state of
	the art of visual object tracking has evolved greatly, along with the available
	imaging devices...
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The Practice of Prolog (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1990

	The raison d'etre of this book is to encourage programmers to use Prolog in

	their day-to-day work. Personally, I find the language exciting to use, and wish

	to share the excitement with others. More pragmatically, I have seen how certain

	moderately-sized pieces of software are far easier to write in Prolog than in any

	other...
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Web-Based Learning: Men And Machines: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Web-Based Learning in China (ICWL 2002)World Scientific Publishing, 2002
Proceedings of the First Intl Conference on Web-Based Learning in China,   held August 17-19, 2002 in Hong Kong. An up to date study of technical,   pedagogical and managerial issues in Web-based learning. Softcover.     

Nowadays, our society has entered into the information age, in which people intend to acquire the information as...
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Interactive QuickTime: Authoring Wired Media (QuickTime Developer)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
"Each presentation Matthew has done...has had the same electrifying effect. And it's always followed by a question and answer period, featuring the same questions: "How did you do that? And that? And THAT??!!" The question and answer session is always too short. I've been waiting for this book a long time. And I'm here to...
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Software Engineering: Effective Teaching and Learning Approaches and Practices (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Over the past decade, software engineering has developed into a highly respected field. Though computing and software engineering education continues to emerge as a prominent interest area of study, few books specifically focus on software engineering education itself.
Software Engineering: Effective Teaching and Learning Approaches and...
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Understand Electronics, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
In Understand Electronics, Owen Bishop covers the basics needed in all the main areas of electronics with a jargon-free, informative style, and numerous illustrations.  

An essential book for the newcomer to electronics, this highly practical guide provides a thorough introduction to practical electronics and the basic principles of...
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Excel Data Analysis: Modeling and SimulationSpringer, 2010

	This book is written for the students and practitioners who are looking for a single introductory Excel-based resource that covers three essential business and analytical skills—Data Analysis, Business Modeling, and Simulation of Complex Problems. The focus of the book is clearly on analysis of problems for decision making, yet detailed...
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